ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDER 2021-22
CLASS VI
SL
NO

OCTOBER
I Week

SUB:3RD LANGUAGE ENGLISH
UNIT-04
CHARITY
LEARNING
OUTCOME
Understanding the
conversation

UNIT-04
CHARITY

II Week

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES
Read the lesson in
front of the
students and let
them to read loudly

October 2021
ASSESMENT ACTIVITIES
Practice the conversation
worksheet-1

Read and write workout
Understanding the
Giving new words to worksheet-2
different meaning of write 5 times with
words
their meaning
Understanding the
different meaning of
Glossary
Write the meaning of words
new words
Worksheets-3
Rearrange the
Giving sentences
Rearrange the sentences
sentences in correct and write them to
Worksheets-4
order
rearrange the
sentences in proper
order
Framing sentences
Framing sentences Giving the words to Worksheets-5
frame sentences in
two different
meanings
Fill up the blanks
Fill up the blank
Giving passage and
Worksheets-6
with suitable words write some missing
words
Matching words

Match the
compound words
from the top and
bottom

Match the words
Worksheets-7

SL NO

OCTOBER

3

III Week

LEARNING
OUTCOME
Glossary

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES
Giving new words
and meanings

Poem: A little
World

ASSESMENT ACTIVITIES
Write the meaning of new
word
Work sheet-01

Comprehension

Asking question
about the poem

Answer the following
questions
worksheet-2

Complete the poem

Giving middle points Complete the poem
of the poem and let Worksheets-3
the students
complete the poem

Month :October-2021
CLASS VI

UNIT-04
Work sheet-01

Practice the conversation
Ex:

1.What is your name?
2. How are you?
3. How is your family?
4. How about your work?
5. What does your father do?
6. Do you know me?

Work sheet-02
Read and write different meaning of the words

CHARITY

Ex: step-stair
Step-foot step
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Right
Walk
Book
Close
Drop

Work sheet-03

Read and write the meaning of new words
Ex: Exhausted-very tired
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Huffed
Ego
Proclaim
Fortune
Regret
Shovel

Work sheet-04

Rearrange the sentences in correct order
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Krishna snapped his fingers
Arjuna shoveled gold and donated to each villagers
Once Krishna and Arjuna were walking towards a village
Krishna asked Arjuna to distribute the gold among the villagers.
Arjuna wanted to know why Karna was considered a role model for all Danas.

Work sheet-05
Frame sentences of your own using the following words
1. Drop
2. Post
3. Close
4. Work

Work sheet-06
Fill up the blanks with suitable words.
My school …………………………..(i) very close to Rahman’s house. He …………………………………….(ii) to
school walking.
He …………………………..(iii) with his parents and grand parents. His father………………………..(iv) to
office by bus. His mother……………………………(v) us English.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Is, are, were
Arrives, comes, leaves
Exists, lives, rests
Stops, works, goes
Learns, teaches, tells

Work sheet-07
Match the words from the top and bottom boxes. Frame the compound words
Head
Work

Attendance
Ground

Class
Register

Play
Master

1. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....
3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
5. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Home
Room

Month – October
Poem: A little World
Worksheet-01
Write the meaning of new words
Ex: deaf – not able to hear
1.
2.
3.
4.

Echoes
Orphan
Blind
Warmth

Worksheet-02
Answer the following questions
1. Why does the poet want to be to the light to the blind?
2. What does the poet want to be to the deaf?
3. How does the poet want to help the Orphan?
4. What is the poets prayer to God?

Worksheet-03
Complete the poem
God please give ...........................................................................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………that I have

